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WHILE CALIFORNIA IS NOW KNOWN AS  
A BASTION OF PRO-WORKER POLICY AND 
THE NATIONAL LEADER IN BUILDING POWER 
FOR WORKING PEOPLE, THAT WASN’T ALWAYS 
THE CASE.  
 
Since 1996, the state has undergone a seismic transformation in politics,  
policy and organizing that has lifted millions of Californians into the middle class.  
The labor movement was the driver for many of these changes as the California 
Labor Federation and affiliate unions worked in deep collaboration through  
the Federation’s Executive Council and Strategic Planning Committee to build 
worker power and create a sustainable model of organizing in all facets of our 
collective work. 
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TODAY CALIFORNIA LEADS THE NATION IN 
BUILDING PRO-WORKER POLICIES AND 
POWER FOR WORKING PEOPLE. IT WASN’T 
ALWAYS THAT WAY. IN 1996, ANTI-IMMIGRANT 
REPUBLICAN PETE WILSON WAS GOVERNOR. 
REPUBLICANS WERE IN CONTROL OF THE 
ASSEMBLY. AND THEY WERE ONE VOTE FROM 
TAKING OVER THE SENATE AND FULL CONTROL 
OF THE ENTIRE STATE. ATTACKS ON LABOR 
WERE COMMONPLACE. PUBLIC PERCEPTION 
OF UNIONS WAS NEAR AN ALL-TIME LOW. 
AND ORGANIZING WAS LARGELY STALLED 
BY ANTI-WORKER POLICIES AT ALL LEVELS 
OF GOVERNMENT.
                        
1996: ONE VOTE AWAY FROM RIGHT-TO-WORK 
IN CALIFORNIA? 
On Aug. 1, Tom Rankin as President and Art Pulaski as Executive  
Secretary-Treasurer took the helm of the Federation, just three 
months before voters would decide if they Republicans would 
get statewide control. Art Pulaski recalled, “Tom had the 
legislative piece under control. We needed a political plan  
and good organizers, and we found two of the best, IAM’s 
Matt McKinnon and Mark Kyle, of the Operating Engineers.  
We decided to go after the most vulnerable Republicans wherever 
we had some capacity to take them on. Mark took the North 
and Matt took all of Southern California. They connected 
the higher performing unions with their respective labor 
council—the basic formula that still works today.”

Art Pulaski
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SUCCESS! 
Today, our state is at the leading edge of enacting the most progressive pro-worker 
policies in the country from paid family and sick leave to minimum wage and  
organizing rights.                                                                                                                    

Over the last quarter century, Labor was key to the political transformation of California. 
Today we have two-thirds majorities in both legislative houses, pro-worker Democrats 
in all state constitutional offices and even some of the reddest areas of California are 
trending blue as a result of Labor’s leadership at the local level in places like Orange 
County. While we’re proud of the political wins, they’re never the goal. The goal is 
always to change the politics so that workers win by building power and organizing.

Through our strategic partnerships, we’ve built an infrastructure for the creation of 
good jobs that is deeply connected to government agencies at all levels. Labor’s  
Workforce and Economic Development programs are helping shape the future of 
work, bringing more workers into union jobs and addressing challenges workers  
face as the economy evolves.

Over the years we’ve achieved much together and learned important lessons— 
together—in our defeats. At every step along the way, Labor’s unity in California  
was the key to success. We established a paradigm for union collaboration in  
politics, policy, organizing and communications built on the foundation of unbreakable  
solidarity. We didn’t always agree on strategy and tactics, but because of that  
solidarity we worked through our differences to build winning campaigns with  
workers at the center of everything we do.
 

HERE’S A LOOK BACK AT WHAT WE’VE ACHIEVED— 
AND LEARNED—OVER THE LAST 25 YEARS. 
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BUILDING A STRONGER LABOR MOVEMENT 
In the early 2000s, California Labor was on the verge of making significant 
strides. We won a major victory on health care legislation and re-elected 
Gov. Gray Davis, a Labor ally. But those victories were short lived. Davis was 
recalled and replaced by Arnold Schwarzenegger, and health care reform  
was narrowly overturned in a referendum vote. Labor showcased many 
strengths in these campaigns but the defeats exposed our weaknesses.

                                            

Art Pulaski, then Executive Secretary-Treasurer, lamented the biggest loss 
of his career. “The bill that John Burton was carrying for us read that EVERY 
EMPLOYER with more than 50 employees must pay most of the cost of health 
care coverage for workers. That was huge. Imagine forcing Walmart and  
Amazon and all those non-union hotels and supermarkets to cover premiums 
for every worker!

“We passed that bill, SB 2. But the Chamber of Commerce blocked implementation 
of the law with a referendum campaign, Prop 72. In that campaign we lost by 
the slimmest of margins – 0.8%.

“But all was not lost, as we used that 2004 ballot measure defeat to build real 
power for workers and their unions,” Pulaski said.
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Knowing the referendum to undo Labor’s new health care law would be a close 
race, Pulaski planned very detailed post-election member surveys across the 
state to understand which unions and labor councils came through in moving their 
members. The results were telling, and when he took them to the Federation’s 
Executive Council, it formed the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) to formulate 
strategies and then hold each other accountable to them.

The goal was to support the local power of unions and to build our collective 
power. Comprised of the top leaders in the largest 15 unions, 3 labor councils, the 
State Building Trades Council and the Federation, the committee was tasked with 
examining our weaknesses then building infrastructure for campaigns across the 
state with a focus on where we most needed that infrastructure to win.

At that time the productivity of labor councils varied widely. So the SPC 
helped build their capacity in campaigns. We began digging deep with a  
number of councils to go through a re-organization process.

Orange County in 2006 was the first council to re-organize. The Strategic 
Planning Committee’s work included a survey of all OC local unions, a leadership 
summit of top elected leaders, establishment of a shared vision of what a CLC 
could be – and should be – and help hiring new staff. Finally, we created  
model standards for accountability and the ability to monitor performance.  
This reorganization process laid the foundation for the new Orange County 
Labor Federation to become a powerful force for working people and remake  
the political landscape in Orange County.

The first new staffer was political organizer Tefere Gebre, on loan from the 
California Labor Federation, who was later hired by the OCLF as its director. 
After watching Tefere and the Federation’s work in California, Rich Trumka, 
then president of the AFL-CIO, asked Gebre to come to Washington as Executive 
Vice President of the AFL-CIO. To this day the OC Labor Federation, under the 
leadership of Gloria Alvarado, continues growing the power and influence of  
its unions.
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This successful model was followed in several other labor council  
reorganizations. They included:

  Creation of the North Valley Labor Federation by bringing together 
the San Joaquin/Calaveras CLC, Stanislaus/Tuolumne CLC and Merced/ 
Mariposa CLC, led by Tim Robertson

  Napa/Solano, which was close to disintegration at the time, has since 
flourished under Jon Riley 

  Ventura/Tri-Counties now Central Coast) also under strong leadership 
now, of Jeremy Goldberg

 Kern/Inyo/Mono, led by Imelda Butkiewicz.

 San Bernardino/Riverside (now Inland Empire), led by Ricardo Cisneros.

In each of these reorganizations, the labor council emerged much stronger 
with new leadership and greater support from its affiliates. 
 
Following the success of California’s Strategic Planning Committee process, 
in 2017 the national AFL-CIO began requiring every state federation and labor 
council in the country to use the same strategic planning process.

Since CLCs have demonstrated their leadership as the heart of 
the local labor movement, the Federation continued its support 
for them through several avenues. We give them a financial  
contribution every election cycle. And the Federation provides 
mostly free political data through the national AFL-CIO’s COPE 
program and selectively our Million More Voters Program.

The Federation also developed curriculum and helped train CLCs to run trainings 
for rank-and-file leaders to enhance their member to member political and 
organizing skills. 

The Federation continues to work with new CLC leaders to facilitate a strategic 
planning process in their region. 
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Joint CLC/State Federation strategy: The Federation convenes semi-annual 
meetings for CLCs to discuss campaigns, coordinate legislative and issue-based 
work with legislators, and create a forum to learn from each other. Those  
meetings also cover best practices on organizing, new technologies and new 
areas of work including Immigrant Worker Program.

In election years, we convened a meeting between the CLCs and our unions’ 
state political directors to so they could discuss their mutual priorities as well 
as the resources needed by labor councils to conduct full-scale campaigns.  

In 2015, as the Supreme Court’s Right-to-Work Friedrichs decision against 
public employees loomed, the Federation sponsored a very successful summit 
that provided training in member-to-member outreach.
 
In 2017, nearly 1,000 organizers, staff and leaders came together to develop 
a plan to build stronger unions. The state federations of Washington, Oregon, 
Nevada, Arizona and the LA County Federation of Labor joined as co-sponsors 
with the Federation in forging a West Coast resistance to Right-to-Work.  
Participants heard from an AFSCME leader in Iowa, the Culinary Workers  
president from Las Vegas and organizers from the Western states.
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Workshops focused on every area of union building with 32 leaders who  
presented workshops from 27 unions in California, Oregon, Washington,  
Arizona, Nevada and Washington, DC. Unions shared their materials,  
creating a tremendous resource of trainings, leadership programs and  
member-to-member organizing materials.

Following the success of California’s Strategic Planning Committee process, 
in 2017 the national AFL-CIO began requiring every state federation and labor 
council in the country to use the same strategic planning process.

“ALL IN TO WIN” ON ORGANIZING
The Federation made organizing a priority and recognized that our growth is 
the key component to building economic power for our unions.
 
We had seen significant victories over the last two decades in organizing, 
including the largest organizing victory since the 1940s, as more than 200,000 
homecare workers organized with SEIU and AFSCME, and the UAW added 
17,000 research assistants across the University of California system.

Despite these and other victories, it has been a struggle to maintain union 
density in the face of broken federal labor laws and aggressive union-busting 
campaigns by large employers.

To be more successful and expand the scale and reach of strategic campaigns, 
we’ve applied the same model from our political program to organizing. In  
essence, that unions can build more power together than if we stand alone.

To leverage the power of the California labor movement to win strategic organizing 
campaigns, the Federation launched the “All-In-To-Win” organizing effort at the 
2014 Convention. It would be a model that unions and labor councils could  
follow. The “All In” leadership was made up of union organizing directors. They 
took proposals on campaigns that were either large in scale, or provided some 
other significance, such as influence on future organizing. After meetings with 
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each of the campaign’s leaders, they chose three campaigns. One was the  
SEIU-USWW Silicon Valley Security Officers Campaign. 

Unions donated a total of 80 organizers to the USWW campaign. After spending  
a few days in training on how to follow that union’s style of organizing, the  
organizers hit the streets and made more than 1,500 house visits. The effort  
led to an overwhelming victory for more than 3,000 security officers who,  
with a little help from California union members, secured for themselves the right 
to be in the union. They won their first contract soon thereafter. 

That Silicon Valley victory led to a Teamster success in organizing daily 
bus-transport drivers connecting tech workers with their jobs at major tech 
companies on the peninsula.  It also led to Unite-HERE’s success at organizing 
food service workers at those major tech companies. 
 
Additionally, over 90 member/staff organizers were loaned to various other  
“All In” campaigns.

In all these campaigns, the Federation’s Campaign Field team worked with 
the union’s leadership and organizing staff to coordinate, support actions and 
recruit union involvement, all under the indefatigable Director of Organizing 
Susan Sachen.
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In January 2020 the committee made the AFSCME/SEIU Childcare Campaign, 
for 40,000 family childcare providers, the next “All In” campaign. We promoted 
the campaign and recruited union members to receive the trainings and do 
home visits.
 
Because of the COVID crisis, our campaign strategy and election timeline took 
a dramatic shift. Yet undeterred, organizers connected through phone banks 
and digital organizing, reminding childcare workers to vote. And in July of 
2021, 40,000 childcare providers won their election and the right to join  
AFSCME UDW and SEIU 99 and 521. 

The Federation continued to support requests by affiliates to help their unions 
grow and build power in their sectors.

 SEIU-USWW’s Silicon Valley Security Officers Campaign

 UNITE HERE Local 19’s Silicon Valley Food Service Campaign

 SEIU’s Fight for $15

  UFCW Local 770’s campaigns through the Immigrant Worker 
Organizing Project

 Teamsters LA Port Campaign

 UAW Tesla Campaign

 UTLA’s Charter School Campaign

 SEIU’s Adjunct Teachers Campaign

 UNITE HERE Casino’s Campaign

This is just the beginning of future generations of Federation leadership to 
continue building the culture and support for organizing.
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POLITICAL ORGANZING: WHEN WE FIGHT, WE WIN
CALIFORNIA LABOR HAS BEEN AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF THE STATE’S CHANGING 
POLITICAL LANDSCAPE. IN THE LAST 25 
YEARS, CALIFORNIA HAS TRANSFORMED
FROM A BATTLEGROUND STATE THAT  
ROUTINELY ELECTED ANTI-WORKER GOP  
GOVERNORS AND EVENLY DIVIDED LEGISLATIVE 
AND CONGRESSIONALDELEGATIONS TO ONE 
OF THE MOST PROGRESSIVE PRO-WORKER 
STATES IN THE NATION.

We now have lopsided majorities in the Legislature, and it has been 16 years 
since an anti-worker Republican won a statewide race. In presidential election 
years, California has gone from being a battleground to a state where we can 
now spend time and effort helping our neighbors in Nevada and Arizona. 

This change has come about through smart organizing in our unions and in 
our communities. 

The seeds of those future victories were planted in 1998 when labor was faced 
with a life-and-death struggle. That year our enemies sought to eviscerate 
labor with Prop 226, a “paycheck deception” ballot measure. It was that titanic 
struggle that galvanized our unions to work together like never before and 
gave us a battle plan to adopt and adapt for future fights..

Labor spent most of the campaign behind and it wasn’t until the final 10 days 
that we gained the upper hand. The lessons we learned in that campaign 
helped us not only defeat Prop 226 but gave us a foundation for victory over 
the next two decades.
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During that campaign we learned the importance of research. It was relentless 
research that enabled us to finally solve the messaging challenge we faced.  
It required action that contradicted some of our earlier belief about campaign 
advertising with the new template of showing voters who was really behind a 
campaign— a double message of ‘Who’s behind this measure?” and “Why?”

 
Prop 226 also demonstrated the importance of having union members mobilized 
for a fight. The threat it posed motivated unions to develop more robust internal 
organizing and worksite structures. AFL-CIO research showed that outreach at 
worksites was the most effective way to communicate with members and it 
became the key focus of the campaign. The Prop 226 campaign set the standard: 
We needed to get at least 70% of union members to vote the right way. It was that 
large core of union voters that led to our victory.
 
Secretary-Treasurer Art Pulaski took the first of a number of trips to Washington 
DC to convince then AFL-CIO president John Sweeney of the potential national 
impact of Prop 226. If anti-labor forces succeeded in California, it would set 
off an unstoppable tsunami of right-to-work legislation across America. “John 
Sweeney didn’t need much persuading,” Pulaski said. “And when he got it, he 
really moved resources to help.” Soon international presidents called on their 
California locals to join the fight.
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Prop 226 showed the value of our unions all pulling together. The dire consequences 
of defeat left them no choice but to answer the call. Not only did locals in California 
step up, but labor from around the nation sent money and organizers, including a 
young IBEW organizer from Oregon named Liz Shuler.
 
Prop 226 was not a fight labor sought out. But by fighting that fight we learned 
the important lesson: when we fight, we win!  

History taught us that.  The only other time before that when there was a direct 
anti-union measure on the ballot was Right-to-Work in 1958 championed by 
the notorious right-winger and gubernatorial candidate William Knowland, who 
believed that Prop 18 would strengthen his chances.  Labor responded with 
such a vigorous campaign that Right-to-Work was defeated and so was  
Knowland. Instead, California elected the first of the Browns, Pat Brown. 

Similarly, 40 years later, Labor took the energy of the Prop 226 campaign 
and used it to both elect another democrat, Gray Davis, and solidify a political 
structure that secured victories for over two decades.

Labor faced two more paycheck deception ballot measure attacks. The lessons 
learned in defeating Prop 226 helped California Labor successfully repelled 
similar attacks in 2005 and in 2012. As in 1998, we used the attacks against us 
to go on the offensive—not only defeating the paycheck deception measures 
but tapping the energy from our campaigns to win other ballot measure and 
candidate races that election cycle.

The cornerstone of our campaigns has always been mobilizing our unions  
and members. To ensure buy-in and accountability from our unions and labor 
councils, the Strategic Planning Committee began setting Standards &  
Benchmarks for every election. Labor Councils and the largest 15 unions set
such goals as mobilizing at least 1 percent of the membership to volunteer 
on the campaign and talking about politics to 25 percent of members at their 
worksites.
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Labor’s political achievements have multiplied since the Strategic Planning 
Committee began its work. In addition, labor council capacity grew in the areas 
of mobilization, legislative accountability, community alliances and strategic 
growth, making California Labor Councils the best in the country. To guide the 
way, the Federation crafted its Blueprint for Victory, which outlined the campaign 
goals and kept us laser-focused on our message and our plan to elect  
labor-friendly candidates. 

In 2010 labor’s political program took a quantum leap forward by combining 
our strong member communication and mobilization with a cutting-edge  
innovative program to identify and communicate with voters in a targeted way.

CALIFORNIA LABOR’S MANHATTAN PROJECT
THE MILLION MORE VOTERS FILE (MMV)  
IS A LONG-TERM INVESTMENT IN DATA  
DEVELOPMENT THAT HAS CONTINUED TO  
PAY OFF FOR CALIFORNIA LABOR.

“I remember when a friend, Tony Fazio, gave me an article about how George 
Bush won the presidency,” said Art Pulaski. “It happened in Ohio. The story 
was a profile of one woman in Cleveland...a loyal Democrat, African American, 
her husband a member of the UAW...except, she said that year she felt the 
Republican party was speaking to her.
 
“Well, it was. It had scraped together all the data they could find about Ohioans 
and compiled it in a way that they knew what issues were motivating voters.
It was cynical because they may say one thing to someone, and then say the 
opposite to their neighbor. 

“I realized that we needed to do it in California, except not in the criminally 
cynical way the Republicans used it. You see, in California, so many folks have 
had to move away from the cities to an inland location where they can afford 
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to live. Immigrants continue to make up more and more of California’s population.
 
“Many now feel disconnected from their local communities, so this is a chance 
to connect people with others who share their values—and ours as working 
class,” explained Pulaski. 

So, we used advanced analytics and Pivotal Targeting, a Pasadena-based 
collection of young geniuses that Pulaski dubbed “Our Manhattan Project” to 
“score” all of California’s 18 million voters on Labor’s issues. These indices 
are updated regularly to keep up with current events and issues. MMV assigns 
each voter a score, and the resulting targeted data provides the winning edge 
in close campaigns. The Federation’s Political Director, our own genius,  
Bryan Blum, convenes the analytics team and guides their work.
 
The scores include a variety of behaviors and attitudes on topics such as 
economic issues, labor disputes, taxes, health care, charter schools, criminal 
justice reform, partisanship, Trump favorability and media consumption  
(TV viewership, social media, etc.). This allows us to make the most strategic 
decisions using resources as efficiently as possible.

Over the years, MMV data has been harnessed to achieve tactical wins in races 
that were either too close to call or falling behind—and sometimes to snatch 
late victories from our surprised opponents. 
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The use of Million More Voters has helped us win big races over the last decade: 
Jerry Brown and Gavin Newsom for Governor, Kamala Harris for Attorney 
General, Alex Padilla for Secretary of State, Betty Yee for Controller as well 
as defeating Prop 32 (Paycheck Deception) and flipping seven congressional 
seats in 2018 and numerous legislative races.
 
MMV is now the gold standard in targeting in California politics. It was the foresight 
of the Federation’s Executive Council in funding this program that led to the 
success and growth we’ve seen with its use. In the future, MMV is not only 
projected to be a key tool for unions in politics, but also in organizing.
 
 
LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZING
THE RECALL OF GOV. DAVIS AND THE ELECTION 
OF ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER POSED  
SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES AT A CRUCIAL TIME 
IN WHICH LABOR WAS MAKING SIGNIFICANT 
STRIDES IN THE LEGISLATURE ON ISSUES 
RANGING FROM HEALTH CARE AND PAID  
FAMILY LEAVE TO HIGHER WAGES AND THE 
RIGHT TO ORGANIZE. 

The Labor Movement withstood Schwarzenegger’s attacks against working 
families and, more often than not, we won. Schwarzenegger and his corporate 
allies led an assault on funding through the budget on priority programs for 
working people and scapegoated public sector workers in attack after attack. 
Despite these assaults, Labor emerged from those difficult years stronger and 
with some key gains. 

We preserved the right to the 8-hour workday and the lunch break. We maintained 
our right to pre-designate our doctors for workers’ compensation purposes. We 
won important reforms to the unemployment insurance program to increase 
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eligibility and extend benefits. We pushed through the first bill in the nation to 
ban abusive mortgage lending. We preserved a program to protect low wage 
workers in the car wash industry.  

In the years after Schwarzenegger, with a solid pro-worker legislature,  
Labor enacted groundbreaking laws to build power for workers. In the last 
quarter-century, the California Labor movement has become the national  
leader on workers’ rights, often planting seeds that produced legislative  
victories in other states.

Some of the most notable Legislative victories include: 

Putting more money into workers’ pockets – $15 minimum wage,  
prevailing wage strides, creation of paid family leave, increases in workers 
compensation and unemployment benefits  

Controlling the costs of health care – prescription drug price transparency, 
premium review and the Office of Health Care Affordability 

Improving worker health and safety – ergonomic rule, indoor and outdoor 
heat protection and wildfire smoke protection 

Strengthening labor law enforcement – increasing budget, Private Attorneys 
General Act creation and public works enforcement  

Supporting organizing – joint liability between employers and sub-contractors, 
registries and bond requirements, union training requirements and labor  
standards attached to taxpayer dollars 
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Worker Power at the Capitol
These victories came out of clear strategy by the Federation and unions
to not only win elections, but to hold legislators and governors accountable.

The Labor movement prioritized bringing workers to the Capitol to put a human 
face on issues.

We deeply engaged in the legislative process to turn legislative leaders into 
Labor champions and vice versa.

We changed laws that stymied organizing.

We created strong accountability tools including our legislative scorecard.  

We involved legislators and elected officials in organizing and contract fights.

These strategies continue to pay off as we fight the influence of corporate 
Democrats and nurture more Labor champions in the Legislature.
 
 
GOOD JOBS AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT:  
THE WED PROGRAM

Job Skills Build the Strength of the Union  
Spurred by the growth in jobs that require 
some post-secondary education and training,  
and the retirement of 51 million Baby Boom  
workers, job-driven skill training and lifelong  
learning is very important to the next generation  
of potential union members. 
 
The Federation and its affiliate unions have a long history of advocacy for greater 
education and training for workers and their families. That support stretches back 
to the founding of joint apprenticeship programs in the building and construction 
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trades and the establishment of skill-training partnerships with employers in the 
aerospace, industrial manufacturing, public service, health care, telecommunications 
and hospitality industries, among others. 

The Federation has long encouraged affiliates to use collective bargaining and 
government-sponsored training systems to expand job skills and workforce  
development. Unions provide the workers’ voice that enables skill training to  
be responsive to the needs and career aspirations of workers. Active labor  
engagement in skill formation in the workplace builds the strength of unions  
as robust, innovative organizations. Under the experienced leadership of  
John Brauer we offer guidance to those unions that are just entering the  
process as well as those that have been using it for years. 

Job Skills Help to Save Jobs and Grow Union Membership:  
The investment by unionized employers in workforce development and work  
skills contributes to the retention of current jobs at the worksite and growth in 
employment. As skilled jobs expand inside unionized companies, membership  
can grow with it and the union can broaden its reach. 

Job Skills Help Workers and Union Employers Compete:
Bad international trade policies and businesses that move production to  
right-to-work states create challenges for union employers to compete.  
One response of organized labor is to develop high-performance workplaces 
and adopt better approaches to enhance productivity. A highly skilled workforce 
can help an employer modernize and be more competitive. 

Building Coalitions with Community and Faith Based Organizations:
We recognize the value of building coalitions with community and  
faith-based organizations. Unions play a leading role in creating  
family-supporting jobs and providing access to those jobs for community 
members. We shouldl work with those organizations as partners. The union 
enhances its standing in the community as the bridge to family-sustaining 
jobs for community residents.
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Unions Become More Valuable to Members in the post-Right-to-Work Era:
In a Right-to-Work environment, unions need to engage actively in internal 
organizing and educate their members on the value of belonging to a union.

Members need to have a clear idea about the advantages of union membership. 
Through their involvement in workforce development and skills formation, 
unions bring opportunities to their members to get the education and training 
necessary to retain jobs and advance their careers. This gives members another 
reason to be loyal to their union. It provides non-members with a reason to join 
a union. Union-involved workforce programs build membership. 

Union-Involved Skill Training Empowers Workers:
Unions that encourage and enable their members to improve their skills are 
helping them gain earning power and dignity at work. Those who get educated  
to help their fellow workers feel a particular sense of empowerment.
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Making Unions More Attractive to Professional Workers:
Unions represent many workers in highly skilled professions, including journalism, 
teaching, nursing, computer programming, broadcast engineering, airline and  
commercial piloting and firefighting, among others. Many of these professions 
require their expert practitioners to engage in lifelong learning to keep abreast of 
changing technology and work. The union’s involvement in that training makes 
these members more relevant and affirms their view of the union as essential to 
their growth. 

Responding to What is Important to Young Workers:
Young adults in the workplace value the chance to learn and grow on the job. 
Surveys and opinion polls have found that opportunities for education, training 
and career development are important to young workers. They find union 
membership more appealing when labor is engaged in workforce programs 
that help them gain greater skills on the job and advancement in their careers.

BUILDING THE STRENGTH OF UNIONS

Rapid Response and Layoff Aversion
Over the last 25 years, another aspect of the Federation’s work has been an 
early response to layoffs through WARN notices or TAA (Trade Adjustment 
Assistance) called “Rapid response” and “Layoff aversion.”

 •  Since winning state and federal legislation that require employers of a 
certain size to give advance notices of layoffs, the Fed’s Workforce and 
Economic Development (WED) team monitors WARN notices and reaches 
out to local affiliates and central labor councils to gauge need for rapid 
response and assess what strategies may work to allow workers to keep 
their jobs or refer them to new job training programs. 
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Apprenticeship
California has over 90,000 apprentices now, and we expect up to 500,000 
new apprentices in the next decade. The Federation has worked to support 
existing Joint Apprenticeship Programs and Pre-apprentice Programs as  
well as new programs and standards that require labor involvement.

Employment Training Panel
The Federation has provided critical support in the application, administration 
and compliance of joint apprenticeship committees (JACs) and labor- 
management training programs by engaging the Employment Training Panel. 
During the last 25 years, the Federation has seen that assistance grow to over 
$25 million-per-year for labor-management training programs.

High Road Training Partnerships
The Federation has provided support at the state and local levels in developing 
a workforce system that enables economic growth and shared prosperity on 
the basis of innovation, quality and skills attainment rather than low wages, 
contingent employment and low or no benefits. One successful model has 
been the development of High-Road Training Partnerships (HRTPs).

The Federation has assisted in the creation of High-Road Training Partnerships 
one way or another in every part of the state in utility career pathways, hospital-
ity, mass transit, logistics and goods movement, health care, custodial services, 
manufacturing and public sector employment. 

Building Workforce Partnerships Conference
The Building Workforce Partnerships (BWP) Conference 
highlights labor successes in workforce development and educates stakeholders 
on the activities of the state and regional workforce development boards. The 
guiding principle is that only by working together can labor, business and  
government bridge the economic needs of working families and sustain  
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economic growth. The content includes best practices from around the nation 
on building sector-based training initiatives, high road training partnerships 
and layoff aversion and rapid response in California’s key industrial sectors.
 
 
THE FEDERATION’S COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZING 
Changing the Narrative
The federation’s communications efforts have undergone a significant 
evolution over the years. While communications used to consist of newsletters 
and press releases, it’s now a multi-faceted undertaking using traditional and 
new avenues to reach members, influencers and the public.

In the last decade the Federation built a formidable presence on social media, 
reaching hundreds of thousands of users every month. In addition, the  
Federation has become a go-to source for the media not only on “union  
issues” but on all issues related to California’s working families and the  
economy.

 

Perhaps the biggest innovation by Federation communications in the last 
several decades was the creation of the Changing the Narrative project.
Changing the Narrative is a research and training program on how to shift 
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public perception of unions to help us win political, legislative, contract and 
organizing campaigns.

The Federation’s Communications Director Steve Smith has been the messaging 
maestro who has led our innovative work on Changing the Narrative. 
Over the last decade, the Federation has completed message research with 
some of the top experts in the field on how to convey the value of unions to 
our members and the general public. This research was then used to conduct 
more than 300 trainings for California unions and allies and produce collateral 
material that’s been distributed to more than 1 million Californians. 

Changing the Narrative has influenced dozens of campaigns and has helped 
secure victories across the board. This landmark program threads through all 
of the Federation’s work and continues to play a role in shaping the perception 
of unions statewide.
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BUILDING POWER FOR THE NEXT 25 YEARS
THE FEDERATION AND CALIFORNIA UNIONS 
ACHIEVED REMARKABLE RESULTS FOR 
WORKING PEOPLE IN THE LAST SEVERAL  
DECADES. WE’VE ALSO LEARNED SOME TOUGH 
LESSONS THAT WE’VE USED TO MAKE OUR 
MOVEMENT STRONGER. 

As Labor, we have a new set of challenges heading into the middle of the  
21st century. Protecting workers as gig work continues to proliferate. The  
continued fissuring of the workplace and erosion of the social contract 
between large employers and workers. The future of work with the  
exponential expansion of technology and artificial intelligence. And, most  
importantly, growing our movement with exciting campaigns like we’re  
seeing right now with Starbucks, Amazon and so many others.

But no matter the challenge, the future of our movement is always organizing. 
For our unions, the sun rises and sets with organizing. The Federation’s new 
leadership is committed to an organizing-first platform that builds on the labor 
movement’s success and continues the innovation that is crucial to achieving 
even greater strides for working people.
 

THE FUTURE TRULY IS #UNIONSTRONG.
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TWO-YEAR REPORTS ON FEDERATION ACTIVITY
Political Report 

The last two years saw two major political battles for Labor in California. Prop 
22, the fight to preserve workers’ rights in the gig economy in 2020 and the 
attempted Gubernatorial Recall in 2021. The political landscape was also 
completely upended by COVID-19 and the resulting changes to campaigns and 
the everyday working lives of Americans.

NOVEMBER 2020: STATEWIDE GENERAL ELECTION
While California began to reopen from the “shelter in place” order in the summer 
months, the lead up to the 2020 Presidential election was far from routine.

Candidates were campaigning from their homes and political organizing and  
voter contact were now being done over Zoom, texting and other virtual modes  
of communication.
.

Fortunately, in May 2020 Governor Newsom signed an Executive Order to send 
every California voter a mail-in ballot in advance of the November election, allowing 
Californians to vote safely at home and use the mail or secure drop boxes to return 
their ballots..
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Despite attacks on voting rights in many states and a bitterly divided political 
climate, Labor’s endorsed presidential ticket was ultimately victorious including 
California’s own Vice President Kamala Harris!

Voter divisions extended to Congressional races too. Nationally, the pro-worker 
majority in the U.S. House lost 13 seats. In California, we protected 3 of the newly 
flipped House seats but narrowly lost the other 2018 pick-ups.
Defended seats in U.S. House:
  CD 10 – Josh Harder (D)
  CD 45 – Katie Porter (D)
  CD 49 – Mike Levin (D) 

The U.S. Senate slim Republican majority was weakened resulting in a nearly 
even split hinging on two open seats. Thanks to a massive effort by community 
and Labor groups, the Georgia vacancies were filled by Jon Ossoff (D) and  
Rev. Raphael Warnock (D) in a January 5, 2021 runoff election. Activists in 
California and around the country saw the opportunity and mobilized  
throughout the holiday season to win a 50/50 Senate, allowing Vice President 
Harris to serve as tiebreaker.

In the California Legislature, we retained super majorities in both houses of 
the Legislature including flipping two State Senate seats to blue:
  SD 29 – Josh Newman 
  SD 37 – Dave Min 

The top focus of the California labor movement, however, was on ballot measures. 
Most notably Prop 22 and Prop 15.

Prop 22 was a blatant corporate strategy to exempt app-based drivers from 
the provisions of AB 5 (2019) and the protections of employee status.

Proponents spent over $220 million misrepresenting the facts and making  
false promises about what workers stood to gain.
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The proponents of Prop 22 broke historic campaign spending records to buy 
their way out of these labor laws. While we could not match their limitless  
resources, this was an important battle—and one that continues in the courts 
and in other states, led by the many valiant drivers on the front lines of this fight. 

The Schools & Communities First campaign, an effort supported by Labor  
and many allies, was years in the making. The longstanding goal of making 
corporations pay their fair share in property taxes was put on the 2020 ballot 
as Prop 15. Unfortunately, well-funded opposition and the total disruption by 
the COVID-19 pandemic to our field and organizing efforts caused this  
measure to lose narrowly.

 
Working closely with the No on Prop 22 campaign and the Yes on Prop 15 
campaigns, Labor coordinated a mostly “virtual” campaign that included  
member communications, creative social media content and independent  
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expenditures to the general public. The external campaigns utilized Million More 
Voters data targeting to extend our budget and reach more voters.

While facing a barrage of spending by anti-Labor forces, California Labor –  
led by dynamic Labor Councils – mobilized on the phones, over text, in car 
rallies and in numerous innovative, socially distant ways to fight for Labor’s 
endorsements and elect Labor champions across the state.
 

THE FOLLOWING COPE ENDORSED CANDIDATES 
WERE ELECTED IN NOVEMBER 2020:

 U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY DISTRICT
 District Candidate
 2  Jared Huffman (D)
 3  John Garamendi (D)
 5  Mike Thompson (D)
 6  Doris Matsui (D)
 7  Ami Bera (D)
 9  Jerry McNerney (D)
 10  Josh Harder (D)
 11  Mark DeSaulnier (D)
 12  Nancy Pelosi (D)
 13  Barbara Lee (D)
 14  Jackie Speier (D)
 15  Eric Swalwell (D)
 16  Jim Costa (D)
 17  Ro Khanna (D)
 18  Anna Eshoo (D)
 19 Zoe Lofgren (D)
 20  Jimmy Panetta (D)
 24  Salud Carbajal (D)
 26  Julia Brownley (D)
 27  Judy Chu (D)
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 28  Adam Schiff (D)
 29  Tony Cárdenas (D)
 30  Brad Sherman (D)
 31  Pete Aguilar (D)
 32  Grace Napolitano (D)
 33  Ted Lieu (D)
 34  Jimmy Gomez (D)
 35  Norma Torres (D)
 36  Raul Ruiz (D)
 37  Karen Bass (D)
 38  Linda Sánchez (D)
 40  Lucille Roybal-Allard (D)
 41  Mark Takano (D)
 43  Maxine Waters (D)
 44  Nanette Barragán (D)
 45  Katie Porter (D)
 46  Lou Correa (D)
 47  Alan Lowenthal (D)
 49  Mike Levin (D)
 51  Juan Vargas (D)
 52  Scott Peters (D)
 
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE BY DISTRICT
STATE SENATE
 District Candidate
 3  Bill Dodd (D)
 5  Susan Eggman (D)
 9  Nancy Skinner (D)
 13  Josh Becker (D)
 15  Dave Cortese (D)
 17  John Laird (D)
 19  Monique Limon (D)
 25  Anthony Portatino (D)
 27  Henry Stern (D)
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 29  Josh Newman (D)
 31  Richard Roth (D)
 33  Lena Gonzalez (D)
 35  Steven Bradford (D)
 37  Dave Min (D)
 39  Toni Atkins (D)

STATE ASSEMBLY
 District Candidate
 2  Jim Wood (D)
 4  Cecilia Aguiar-Curry (D)
 7  Kevin McCarty (D)
 8  Ken Cooley (D)
 9  Jim Cooper (D)
 10  Marc Levine (D)
 12  Heath Flora (R)
 14  Tim Grayson (D)
 15  Buffy Wicks (D)
 16  Rebecca Bauer-Kahan (D)
 17  David Chiu (D)
 18  Rob Bonta (D)
 19  Phil Ting (D)
 20  Bill Quirk (D)
 22  Kevin Mullin (D)
 24  Marc Berman (D)
 25  Alex Lee (D)
 27  Ash Kalra (D)
 28  Evan Low (D)
 29  Mark Stone (D)
 30  Robert Rivas (D)
 31  Joaquin Arambula (D)
 32  Rudy Salas (D)
 37  Steve Bennett (D)
 39  Luz Rivas (D)
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 40  James Ramos (D)
 41  Chris Holden (D)
 43  Laura Friedman (D)
 44 Jacqui Irwin (D)
 45  Jesse Gabriel (D)
 46  Adrin Nazarian (D)
 47  Eloise Gómez Reyes (D)
 49  Ed Chau (D)
 50  Richard Bloom (D)
 51  Wendy Carrillo (D)
 52  Freddie Rodriguez (D)
 53  Miguel Santiago (D)
 54  Sydney Kamlager (D)
 56  Eduardo Garcia (D)
 57  Lisa Calderon (D)
 59  Reggie Jones-Sawyer (D)
 60  Sabrina Cervantes (D)
 61  Jose Medina (D)
 62  Autumn Burke (D)
 63 Anthony Rendon (D)
 64  Mike Gipson (D)
 65  Sharon Quirk-Silva (D)
 69  Tom Daly (D)
 70  Patrick O’Donnell (D)
 74  Cottie Petrie-Norris (D)
 76  Tasha Boerner-Horvath (D)
 77 Brian Maienschein (D)
 78  Chris Ward (D)
 80  Lorena Gonzalez (D)
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THE FOLLOWING COPE ENDORSEMENTS ON BALLOT MEASURES WERE 
SUCCESSFUL:

Proposition 17:  
Authorizes California Voting Rights Restoration for Persons on Parole.  YES
 
Proposition 19:  
Property Tax Transfers, Revenue for Wildfire Agencies and Counties.  YES
 
Proposition 20:  
Restricts Parole for Non-violent Offenders. Authorizes Felony Sentences.  NO

SPECIAL ELECTIONS AND RECALL ELECTIONS
Following the election of Holly Mitchell to the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors, Assemblymember Sydney Kamlager-Dove (D) was elected to 
State Senate District 30 on March 2, 2021. The resulting vacancy in Assembly 
District 54 was filled when Isaac Bryan was elected on May 18, 2021.

Two additional special elections were held when legislators were appointed to 
statewide office. On December 22, 2020, Dr. Shirley Weber (D) was appointed 
to serve in the newly vacated position of California Secretary of State following 
the appointment of Alex Padilla to the U.S. Senate. On April 6, 2021, Akilah  
Weber (D) was elected to fill Dr. Weber’s term in Assembly District 79. On 
March 24, 2021, Assemblymember Rob Bonta (D) was appointed by the  
Governor to be California Attorney General after Xavier Becerra (D) was  
nominated by President Biden to be Secretary of Health & Human Services. 
The resulting vacancy in Assembly District 18 was filled on August 31, 2021  
by COPE endorsed Mia Bonta (D).

However, the most notable special election was undoubtedly the attempted  
Recall of Governor Newsom. After receiving an extension on the signature  
gathering deadline and some late-breaking momentum (both due to the pandemic) 
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proponents of the Recall were successfully able to qualify the measure and a 
Recall election was set for September 14, 2021.  

Early polling showed an unexpectedly tight race even among union members. 
California unions and allies stepped up to the task and hit the phones, doors 
and worksites. Labor councils and the Federation coordinated six weeks of 
joint virtual phone banks that generated thousands of volunteer shifts and 
made almost 1.5 million phone calls to Union households, including 
300,000 calls in Spanish. Unions also distributed over 600,000 flyers, 
pocket cards and doorhangers.

Working with the STRR (Stop the Republican Recall) general public campaign, 
Labor helped lead the largest field campaign in recent years, reaching almost 
half a million voters on the phones and over 61,000 at the doors. The GOTV 
effort, based out of many of our Labor Councils, coordinated mobilization for 
the final four days of voting. GOTV volunteers worked 3,555 shifts, knocked 
on 127,220 doors and had 24,194 completed conversations.

There were 46 candidates on the Recall ballot including Republicans John Cox, 
Larry Elder, Kevin Faulconer and Caitlyn Jenner but almost 43% of voters entirely 
skipped the question to select a replacement. The final results delivered a 
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resounding victory for the Governor (62% No, 38% Yes), closely mirroring  
his victory in 2018. According to our polling of union members in July, only 
49% opposed the recall. Final exit numbers show that between 65-70% of 
members opposed the recall.

2022 brought many changes in the Legislature due to redistricting and other 
departures. Following the appointment of Ed Chau (D) to the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court, Labor endorsed Mike Fong (D) was elected to fill the vacancy in 
Assembly District 49 on February 15, 2022.. 

On April 5, 2022, special elections were held in four districts — Assembly Districts 
11, 62 and 80 and Congressional District 22 due to legislative resignations. 

In Assembly District 11, Labor-endorsed candidate Lori Wilson (D) received 93.9% 
of the vote and was sworn-in to the Assembly on April 6, 2022 to fill the vacancy 
caused by the resignation of Assemblymember Frazier. In the other districts, no 
candidate received over 50% of the vote and a runoff was scheduled to take place 
concurrently with the June 7th primary election. 

On April 19, 2022 a special election was held to fill the vacancy of David Chiu (D) who 
was appointed to San Francisco City Attorney. Labor took an Open position on this 
race and Matt Haney (D) was elected to Assembly District 17 with 62.4% of the vote.

In the June 7 special election runoff in the Assembly District 62 seat formerly held 
by Autumn Burke (D), COPE endorsed candidate Tina McKinnor (D) defeated Robert 
Pullen-Miles (D). In the 22nd congressional district runoff where Devin Nunes (R) 
resigned to join the Trump Media & Technology Group, Labor made no recommen-
dation and Connie Conway (R) was elected.

Unfortunately, corporate interests successfully targeted the vacated Assembly 
District 80 following Assemblymember Lorena Gonzalez’s return to the labor 
movement. Emerging from the special election on April 5 were Labor’s endorsed 
candidate, Georgette Gomez (D) and corporate-funded David Alvarez (D).  
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The runoff, held simultaneously with the primary election for the new term, saw 
$3.6 million in independent expenditure spending which ultimately resulted in Alvarez 
winning the special election to complete the unexpired term. The candidates will 
face each other again in November in the newly drawn Assembly District 80.

JUNE 2022 DIRECT PRIMARY ELECTION
The 2022 Primary was held on June 7th.
While the Governor’s race was not highly competitive, and possibly contributed to 
the record low turnout, three of the statewide constitutional races on the primary 
ballot warranted special attention and produced good results for Labor. 

The race for Attorney General was potentially unpredictable with independent 
candidate Anne Marie Schubert running a campaign to appeal to both moderate 
and conservative voters on the issue of crime. However, Labor’s endorsed Rob 
Bonta (D) finished in a strong first place position while Schubert finished in fourth 
place and will not advance to the runoff. 

The Controller’s race also brought good results on multiple fronts. Labor’s  
endorsed candidate Malia Cohen (D) secured a top-two finish and will be the only 
Democrat to advance to the general election despite a barrage of spending by 
self-funded Democrat Yvonne Yiu. And anti-union Steve Glazier (D) saw minimal 
support and placed fourth, also not advancing. 

Labor endorsed Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara (D) logged a first-place 
finish in his re-election effort while Democrat challenger Marc Levine placed 
third and will not advance to the general election. 

The newly redistricted boundaries for legislative, congressional and municipal 
races brought additional adjustments and change to an already volatile year.  
California labor councils endorsed hundreds of candidates up and down the 
ballot and then worked tirelessly to reach voters and elect our pro-worker  
candidates. Labor endorsed candidates successfully advanced in almost all of 
our top targeted races, including eight Labor Warriors!
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Labor Warriors advancing to the general election:

 AD 20 
 Alameda Labor Council Executive Secretary-Treasurer Liz Ortega
  
 AD 22 
 Jessica Self, Stanislaus Co. public defender and member of IUOE Local 3
  
 AD 40 
  Pilar Schiavo, formerly with CA Nurses Association and San Francisco 

Labor Council 
 
 SD 10 
 Aisha Wahab, Hayward City Council member and member  
 of IUOE Local 3

  SD 28 
Lola Smallwood-Cuevas, former Director of the Los Angeles  
Black Worker Center (BWC)

 
 San Jose Mayor 
  former South Bay Labor Council leader and current Santa Clara Co. 

Supervisor Cindy Chavez 
 
 Long Beach Mayor 
 former SEIU 721 organizer and Long BeachCity Council member 
 Rex Richardson
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Unfortunately, San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin was unsuccessful 
in fighting off the heavily funded recall effort against him (Measure H). And in 
Los Angeles, while Labor did not have a position on the Mayoral primary, the 
race will now go to a runoff between Congressmember Karen Bass (D) and 
billionaire businessman Rick Caruso (D). 

THE FOLLOWING COPE ENDORSED CANDIDATES WON A SPOT IN THE TOP 
TWO PRIMARY AND WILL ADVANCE TO THE GENERAL ELECTION:
STATE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICES
 Governor - Gavin Newsom (D)
 Lieutenant Governor - Eleni Kounalakis (D)
 Secretary of State - Shirley Weber (D)
 Attorney General - Rob Bonta (D)
 Controller - Malia Cohen (D)
 Treasurer - Fiona Ma (D)
 Insurance Commissioner - Ricardo Lara (D)
 Superintendent of Public Instruction - Tony Thurmond

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
 Board of Equalization District 2 - Sally Lieber (D)
 Board of Equalization District 3 - Tony Vasquez (D)
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UNITED STATES SENATE
 U.S. Senate - Alex Padilla (D)

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY DISTRICT
 District Candidate
 1  Max Steiner (D)
 2  Jared Huffman (D)
 3  Kermit Jones (D)
 4  Mike Thompson (D)
 5  Mike Barkley (D)
 6  Ami Bera (D)
 7  Doris Matsui (D)
 8  John Garamendi (D)
 9 Josh Harder (D)
 10  Mark DeSaulnier (D)
 11  Nancy Pelosi (D)
 12 Barbara Lee (D)
 14 Eric Swalwell (D)
 15  Kevin Mullin (D)
 16 Anna Eshoo (D)
 17  Ro Khanna (D)
 18  Zoe Lofgren (D)
 19  Jimmy Panetta (D)
 20  Marisa Wood (D)
 21  Jim Costa (D)
 22  Rudy Salas (D)
 23  Derek Marshall (D)
 24 Salud Carbajal (D)
 26  Julia Brownley (D)
 27  Christy Smith (D)
 28  Judy Chu (D)
 29  Tony Cárdenas (D)
 30  Adam Schiff (D)
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 31  Grace Napolitano (D)
 32  Brad Sherman (D)
 33 Pete Aguilar (D)
 34  Jimmy Gomez (D)
 36  Ted Lieu (D)
 37  Sydney Kamlager (D)
 38 Linda Sánchez (D)
 39  Mark Takano (D)
 40  Asif Mahmood (D)
 41  Will Rollins (D)
 42  Robert Garcia (D)
 43  Maxine Waters (D)
 44  Nanette Barragán (D)
 45  Jay Chen (D)
 46 Lou Correa (D)
 47 Katie Porter (D)
 49  Mike Levin (D)
 51  Sara Jacobs (D)
 52  Juan Vargas (D)

STATE LEGISLATURE BY DISTRICT
STATE SENATE
 District Candidate
 2  Mike McGuire (D)
 4  Tim Robertson (D)
 6  Paula Villescaz (D)
 8 Dave Jones (D)
 10 Aisha Wahab (D)
 14  Anna Caballero (D)
 18  Steve Padilla (D)
 20  Daniel Hertzberg (D)
 24  Ben Allen (D)
 26  María Elena Durazo (D)
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 28  Lola Smallwood-Cuevas (D)
 30 Bob Archuleta (D)
 34 Tom Umberg (D)
 36 Kim Carr (D)
 38  Catherine Blakespear (D)
 40  Joseph Rocha (D)

STATE ASSEMBLY
 District Candidate
 2  Jim Wood (D)
 4  Cecilia Aguiar-Curry (D)
 6  Kevin McCarty (D)
 9  Heath Flora (R)
 10  Eric Guerra (D)
 11 Lori Wilson (D)
 12  Damon Connolly (D)
 13  Carlos Villapudua (D)
 14  Buffy Wicks (D)
 15  Tim Grayson (D)
 16  Rebecca Bauer-Kahan (D)
 18  Mia Bonta (D)
 19 Phil Ting (D)
 20 Liz Ortega (D)
 22 Jessica Self (D)
 23  Marc Berman (D)
 24  Alex Lee (D)
 25  Ash Kalra (D)
 26 Evan Low (D)
 27  Esmeralda Soria (D)
 28  Gail Pellerin (D)
 29  Robert Rivas (D)
 30  Dawn Addis (D)
 31  Joaquin Arambula (D)
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 33  Jose Sigala (D)
 35  Leticia Perez (D)
 36  Eduardo Garcia (D)
 37  Gregg Hart (D)
 38  Steve Bennett (D)
 39  Andrea Rosenthal (D)
 40  Pilar Schiavo (D)
 41  Chris Holden (D)
 42  Jacqui Irwin (D)
 43  Luz Rivas (D)
 44 Laura Friedman (D)
 45  James Ramos (D)
 46  Jesse Gabriel (D)
 47  Christy Holstege (D)
 49  Mike Fong (D)
 50  Eloise Gomez Reyes (D)
 51  Rick Chavez Zbur (D)
 52  Wendy Carrillo (D)
 54 Miguel Santiago (D)
 55  Isaac Bryan (D)
 56  Lisa Calderon (D)
 57  Reggie Jones-Sawyer (D)
 58  Sabrina Cervantes (D)
 61  Tina McKinnor (D)
 62  Anthony Rendon (D)
 63  Fauzia Rizvi (D)
 65  Mike Gipson (D)
 67  Sharon Quirk-Silva (D)
 68  Avelino Valencia (D)
 69  Josh Lowenthal (D)
 70  Diedre Thu-Ha Nguyen (D)
 73  Cottie Petrie-Norris (D)
 74  Chris Duncan (D)
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 76  Brian Maienschein (D)
 77  Tasha Boerner Horvath (D)
 78  Chris Ward (D)
 80  Georgette Gomez (D)

PREPARATIONS FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION
The 2022 midterm elections will be a defining moment for the direction of our 
country. The margins in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives are so narrow 
that issues including COVID-19 response, women’s rights, income inequality and 
democracy itself are potentially being decided by a handful of seats. California 
Labor is prepared to do our part to win pro-worker majorities.

Under the new leadership of Lorena Gonzalez-Fletcher, California Labor will lead 
the effort to win these important federal fights, maintain our rock-solid pro-worker 
majority in the state legislature and once again sweep all Constitutional offices.

SWING CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS:
 CD 09 – Josh Harder (incumbent)
 CD 13 – New district
 CD 22 – Rudy Salas (Valadao)
 CD 27 – Christy Smith (Garcia)
 CD 40 – Asif Mahmood (Kim)
 CD 49 – Mike Levin (incumbent)

LABOR WARRIOR TARGET RACES:
 AD 20 – Liz Ortega
 AD 22 – Jessica Self
 AD 40 – Pilar Schiavo
 SD 04 – Tim Robertson 
 SD 10 – Aisha Wahab
 SD 28 – Lola Smallwood-Cuevas
 San Jose Mayor – Cindy Chavez 
 Long Beach Mayor – Rex Richardson
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In addition, ballot measures are always a major factor in California general  
elections. Important issues such as online gaming, dialysis workers’ rights and 
taxes on high-income earners will likely be on the ballot, generating heavy  
campaign spending. Many of these have wide-reaching impacts on our unions 
and will be included in our campaign efforts (see our 2022 ballot measure  
analyses for more information).

The Federation will provide research and messaging on key races to support 
campaign efforts and coordinate strategy. Fliers, letters and other campaign 
materials will be available on the Federation’s private website: 
https://calaborfed.org/union-member-resources/

Wherever the fight takes us, California Labor will be on the front lines of the 
battle to win for workers!
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MMV: Million More Voters 
The objective of Million More Voters (MMV) is to create the most flexible and  
usable voter file in California. This investment in data development began in 
2008 and has brought over ten years of political victories.

Analytics are used to score California’s 18 million voters on issues important to 
Labor. Each election cycle has allowed us to refresh our core scores and add 
new, relevant issue scores for that year.

The scores include a variety of behaviors and attitudes on topics such as 
economic issues, union support, taxes, health care, education, criminal justice 
reform, partisanship, Trump favorability, TV viewership, social media usage and 
much more.

These scores are particularly important in races where there are few signals to 
voters – races where it isn’t clear who the Democratic candidate is or what the 
Democratic position is such as:

 —   Ballot propositions
 —   Nonpartisan races
 —   Dem vs. Dem races

Through modeling and scoring, we can identify the best targets for outreach and 
messaging and stretch our campaign dollars. MMV can especially provide the 
winning margin in close campaigns – while it could not pull all of these across 
the finish line, the following are the some of the campaigns from the last two 
years where MMV data was utilized: 

2020 GENERAL ELECTION 
 •  Proposition 15
 •  Proposition 22
 •  Lisa Calderon, AD 57
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2021 SPECIAL ELECTION
 •  Dolores Morales, Hollister City Council

2022 PRIMARY ELECTION 
 •  Rob Bonta, Attorney General
 •  Malia Cohen, Controller
 •  Georgette Gomez, AD 80
 •  Elizabeth Alcantar-Loza, AD 64
 •  Tim Robertson, SD 4
 •  Pilar Schiavo, AD 40
 •  Lola Smallwood Cuevas, SD 28
 •  Tony Thurmond, Superintendent of Public Instruction
 •  Aisha Wahab, SD 10
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ORGANIZING REPORT
Workers were living with housing, food and economic insecurity long before 
the pandemic exposed corporate America’s dirty secrets of low pay, precarious 
employment, health and safety violations and prioritizing profits above all. Workers 
across the country have challenged multibillion-dollar corporations by exercising 
their rights under the NLRA to form unions—even forming independent unions to 
achieve victory.

The Federation is focused on bringing unions together to increase organizing 
capacity across California and lend support to new and ongoing campaigns.

In the last year, we’ve built on that coordination supporting multiple organizing  
campaigns through deep collaboration between union organizing directors and staff.
 

Building our capacity to organize:  
Organizing Director’s Meetings: Convened Organizing Directors from across 
the state to discuss strategic and emergent campaigns, best practices and build 
solidarity across the movement. 

Organizing Lunch Series: The Federation convened a series of informal spaces 
where organizers have joined together to talk shop about campaigns and organizing. 
Topics have included: digital organizing, growing our capacity and getting to know 
the boss.

Organizing Training: Federation staff have supported trainings with Los Angeles 
County Federation of Labor 3-day training with local 1000 and played a facilitation 
role at the Worker’s Congress. We look forward to supporting UDW with a 2-day 
organizing training in August 2022. 

In addition to facilitating collaboration, the Federation’s Organizing Department is 
actively supporting one of the most exciting campaigns we’ve seen in years: the 
effort to organize Starbucks.
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California Starbucks
On the heels of the Starbucks Buffalo victory, the California Labor Federation 
connected with the national Starbucks campaign movement to support and 
amplify. Santa Cruz partners at two stores had filed for an election. All of the 
campaigns are worker driven. 

The Federation along with participating CLCs  
and affiliates have been instrumental in supporting  
these campaigns, from lending solidarity and  
strength as captive audience meetings have  
occurred to introducing workers to the broader  
labor movement.
 
Ongoing campaign support: The Federation established a campaign tracker of 
election filings and timelines by geography; campaign coordination and strategy.   

Connecting campaign with the labor community: CLC events, campaign 
actions, and CLF Legislative conference.

Building Solidarity across the movement: identifying opportunities for  
campaign visibility, online amplification of campaign, online petition and video. 
 
The future of California organizing is bright
Starbucks organizing has inspired private-sector workers across the state as 
evidenced by an uptick in organizing inquiries and campaigns from museums, 
higher education, even REI where workers have filed petitions for union  
representation in 2022. And this is just the beginning.

The Federation’s goal is to ensure that every single worker who wants a union 
can have one. The Organizing Department will work closely with the Political, 
Legislative and Communications departments to maximize the Federation’s support 
of existing organizing campaigns and spark new campaigns in collaboration with 
affiliated unions. 
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COMMUNICATIONS REPORT
Effective communications campaigns shape policy and elevate political, legislative 
and member organizing. The communications department enhances the Federation’s 
campaigns to build power for workers through message development and trainings, 
social media, earned media, paid digital strategy, graphic design, events planning and 
materials creation.

The communications department also advances the Federation’s agenda in the  
political and legislative arenas, helps drive a message about the value of unions  
statewide and supports affiliates with their communications needs.

Communicating in a Pandemic 
While we’d all hoped the COVID-19 pandemic would be over by now, recent  
surges in California are a stark reminder that we’ll be living with this health crisis for, 
perhaps, years to come.

That means workers are living under constant threat of illness, making health  
and safety on the job more of a priority than ever before. The communications  
department continues to support the efforts of essential workers to protect  
themselves from COVID by amplifying affiliate union campaigns on worker safety, 
supporting the legislative department’s efforts to strengthen worker safety policies 
and employing new strategies to position the Federation and the labor movement as 
statewide leaders in the effort to protect workers.

The pandemic also changed the way we communicate. Even as we start to move 
toward normalizing in-person actions and events, we’ve adapted to the pandemic 
by using more channels to reach members, influencers and the general public than 
ever before.

The pandemic taught us all that communication is critical, especially in a global 
crisis. While we don’t know yet what challenges the future brings, we do know that 
creating a surround sound through the use of multiple channels—in-person, digital 
and virtual—is essential to the multi-layered communication strategies we must 
rely on to effectively advocate for workers. 
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No on the Anti-Worker Recall
Governor Newsom faced a recall challenge in 2021 that threatened to undermine 
the progress unions have made for workers over decades.  

The communications team, working closely with the political team, took on a 
leading role in beating back the threat and ensuring Governor Newsom stayed in 
office. 

The communications department developed a host of materials and toolkits for 
use on the campaign, working in concert with the Newsom campaign and unions 
on rapid response, providing message trainings, direct mail to members, social 
media resources, graphics and more to help with the mobilization needed to win.
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Expanding our reach through multimedia
As a part of the Federation’s goal to expand its reach across all digital platforms, 
the communications team has expanded its capacity for visual media creation 
through videos, graphics and animated content production.

With the pandemic pushing more and more workers into a digital space, there 
was an ever more present need to humanize the online spaces. The team  
focused its campaign toolkits, rapid response and other projects to lead with 
visual content such as graphics, animations, video packages and direct-to- 
camera videos that placed workers right into our audience’s feeds

The communications team has incorporated video production in its earned media 
strategy. Starting with the Recall campaign, the team focused on story collection, 
direct worker-to-camera videos and animated explainer videos, which formed 
part of the toolkits given to our affiliates.

With a greater emphasis on storytelling, the team produced a video featuring 
several Starbucks Long Beach workers during their unionization push as part of 
the broader movement across the country to unionize all Starbucks locations.
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Digital and social media
Over the last two years, the Federation has 
focused on growing its presence across digital 
media to better elevate workers’ voices and  
positively impact the online discourse of labor 
issues.

We grew our audiences by over 20 percent on  
all major platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, 
and email subscribers) resulting in increased 
reach and impressions per post. In addition to 
creating and disseminating social media content 
quickly to affiliates and allies, we provided online 
activists with digital advocacy opportunities, like 
standing against the Recall, demonstrating solidarity 
with IATSE members about to go on strike, and 
demanding an end to the Latina wage gap. 

We provided affiliates with digital media support during key organizing and 
political campaigns by crafting social media toolkits as well as amplifying their 
efforts across platforms to maximize their reach, like during strikes. Expanding 
the Federation and our affiliates’ online audiences we will help the entire labor 
movement grow our reach into the key demographic of young workers who 
register high levels of support for unions but do not know how to join them or 
unionize their workplaces. 

The key to building an even stronger digital presence will be twofold: investing 
resources to grow our audiences and identifying opportunities for increased 
online advocacy.

Communications organizing for the future
At its heart, communications is about organizing. The message and the  
messenger are critical to organizing new members, winning political and  
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legislative campaigns and building power for workers.

The Federation communications team is laser-focused on being at the cutting 
edge of new communications strategies while always focusing on what unions 
do best: talking to members one-on-one. With that in mind, we’ve taken a 
blended approach to communications strategies that combines the best of new 
techniques with the proven methods that cut through the noise of today’s 24/7 
media environment. 

We’re focused on building our audiences through email acquisition, social 
media growth and earned media to maximize the potential of the historic wave of 
organizing we’re seeing throughout the country, especially among young workers 
and workers of color. 

With the backdrop of a multi-year pandemic and uncertain economic times, the 
California labor movement was integral to a series of legislative victories for 
workers from all walks of life. The COVID-19 pandemic brought greater focus on 
income inequality, wage and gender disparities and exploitive business practices 
that called out for legislative action. Despite these unprecedented challenges, the 
labor movement delivered for workers from all walks of life by passing policies 
that not only met the moment but made progress on longstanding inequities that 
have held workers back from fulfilling the California dream.
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2022 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
As many state and federal policymakers begin the pivot from a pandemic to  
an endemic, the labor movement continues to put the plight of workers front  
and center. While some would prefer to act as if COVID-19 is behind us, the 
Federation and its affiliates have played a vital role in highlighting the need for 
ongoing worker protections. 

AB 437 (Kalra) – Let Artists Work (LAW) Act 
Many actors are under contracts that prohibit them from doing or finding work 
between seasons. The advent of new forms of content distribution, like streaming 
services, has changed production schedules, eliminating the stability of annual 
work schedules that included consistent work for nine months each television 
season. When an employer decides that an actor must remain exclusive to them, 
they require a contract that prevents the actor from working for anyone else for 
years at a time. This means regular performers on a television show, who are 
compensated for work on each episode, are not only earning less money per 
season, but are also forced to forego their income over lengthy and unpredictable 
periods of time. AB 437 clarifies that all workers in California may work multiple 
jobs, as needed, to make a living and support their families. 
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AB 938 (Kalra) – FAIR Act 
The music industry has undergone massive changes due to streaming.  
Many record labels have enjoyed a surge in profits due to an elimination of  
manufacturing and distribution costs associated with developing an artist.  
However, recording contracts remain outdated with terms favoring the record 
labels. AB 983 clarifies that record labels can no longer unilaterally hold artists 
off the job market for unreasonable periods of time. 

AB 1130 (Wood) – Office of Health Care Affordability 
The Office of Health Care Affordability is the result of years of work, spearheaded 
by the Federation and its affiliates to address the soaring costs that are taking a 
growing bite out of workers’ wages. This year, the Governor included the Office of 
Health Care Affordability in his January budget proposal, with many details still to 
be determined. This new Office will be charged with increasing price and quality 
transparency, developing specific strategies and cost targets for the different 
sectors of the health care industry and financial consequences for entities that 
fail to meet these targets. The goal of the Office is to have these savings returned 
to consumers who are directly affected by rising health care costs. This new 
Office will put in place a comprehensive strategy to contain health care costs, set 
targets for affordability with accountability, and drive innovation in payment and 
delivery of care.

AB 1577 (Stone) – Legislative Staff Collective Bargaining 
The Legislature is the only branch of California’s government that does not allow 
their employees the benefits and protections that come with the right to collectively 
bargain. Legislative employees are exempt from collective bargaining and civil  
service rules, can be hired and fired at will, and lack many of the workplace  
protections laws that cover employees in private and public employment. 

AB 2289 (Lee) and ACA 8 (Lee) California Tax on Extreme Wealth Act 
The exponential amount of growth in the billionaire class from March 2019 to 
January 2021 grew around $250 billion, which is roughly $54 billion larger than 
the entire state budget of the fifth wealthiest economy in the world. These bills 
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will provide California an opportunity to implement a more equitable tax system 
that targets extreme wealth. This tax will only apply to 0.07% of the richest  
families in California and is expected to generate $22.3 billion in additional  
revenue annually.
 
AB 2530 (Wood) Striking Worker Health Care Benefits:  
Last year, the Governor signed into law AB 237, which prevents public employers 
from refusing to maintain an employee’s health care coverage. Yet, this law only 
protects public employees. The temporary loss of coverage during a strike harms 
not only the striking worker, but also harms dependent family members. This 
bill will provide private sector workers who lose health benefits due to a labor 
dispute an improved version of the most affordable coverage offered by Covered 
California and will include the family, even if a spouse or other family member  
is offered coverage by another employer those affected, relevant to a workers’ 
job duties, and necessary for business operations. The bill will also prohibit all 
off-the-job surveillance and the most egregious forms of technology-based 
monitoring while at work.
 
SB 114 (Budget and Fiscal Review Committee) Extension of Paid Sick Leave 
Without supplemental paid sick leave, many workers exposed to COVID-19 are 
left with no option other than to continue in-person work, even if symptoms  
have begun. Too many workers make too little money or have too few sick  
days to stop working following a nonoccupational exposure. This reform, most 
appropriately achieved through a budget trailer bill, will largely extend the 
protections included within SB 95 (Skinner, 2021): up to 80 hours of paid leave 
for workers to get vaccinated, recover from COVID-19, or care for an infected or 
quarantined family member.

SB 638 (Hertzberg, Kalra, Gabriel) Worker Technology Rights 
Employer monitoring of workers is nothing new, with video cameras, audio  
recording devices, two-way mirrors, and other technologies having been used 
and abused by employers for decades. However, in recent years, the availability 
of such devices has soared, the new forms of such technology—particularly 
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monitoring software—have expanded exponentially, and the harm to workers 
has intensified. This bill will establish a basic regulatory framework for  
surveillance technology and will require that such technology be disclosed to 
those affected, relevant to a workers’ job duties, and necessary for business 
operations. The bill will also prohibit all off-the-job surveillance and the most 
egregious forms of technology-based monitoring while at work.

SB 931 (Leyva) – The Public Employer Accountability Act 
Workers should have the right to decide for themselves if they want to create or 
join a union without fear or intimidation from their employer. Recent changes to 
California law clarified protections regarding how public employers can  
communicate with employees and prohibits public employers from deterring or 
discouraging workers from joining a union or remaining a member of a union. 
Additional legislation was passed to allow public sector employee organizations 
to bring unfair labor practice (ULP) charges to the Public Employment Relations 
Board (PERB) for violations of these laws. Although a ULP can be filed at PERB, 
PERB has limited ability to meaningfully enforce “labor neutrality” against public 
employers. SB 931 will impose a $1,000 penalty on public employers, per  
affected employee, for violating labor neutrality. By creating a financial penalty 
for dissemination of anti-union communications, employers will have added 
incentive to end this illegal behavior. 

2021 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
California Labor’s 2021 Legislative Agenda focused on recognizing the essential 
workers who have served our state and communities during a historic pandemic, 
as well as helping those who have suffered job loss during this time find  
meaningful opportunities to access good jobs with livable wages and safer  
working conditions. The pandemic continues to expose workers and their  
families to dangerous conditions every day and we leaned into our affiliates to 
ensure that we were supporting policies that helped elevate their work and their 
working conditions. 
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The California Labor Federation 2021 legislative agenda included bills to 
strengthen-COVID-19 protections for workers, increase taxes on extreme  
wealth, expand and strengthen enforcement of wage theft liability in the garment 
manufacturing industry, and set in motion a single-payer health care coverage 
system in California.

The Legislature passed, and the Governor signed, a budget that made historic 
investments in education, workforce development, infrastructure and addressing 
homelessness and hunger as the state saw an unprecedented budget surplus of 
$100 billion, along with billions of dollars provided by the Biden Administration’s 
American Rescue Plan.

Bills passed and signed into law in 2021 
AB 237, the Public Employee Health Protection Act, makes it an unfair practice 
for an employer to fail or refuse to maintain or pay for health care coverage for  
an employee or their enrolled dependents for the duration of the employee’s  
participation in an authorized strike. The act would also make it an unfair practice 
for a covered employer to fail to collect and remit the employee’s contributions, if 
any, to this coverage, or to otherwise threaten an employee or their dependents’ 
continued access to health or medical care during or because of the employee’s 
participation in a strike. 

AB 438 provides parity for all school employees regardless of their job title.  
It ensures that all employees receive the March 15th layoff notice and hearing 
rights, while preserving the ability of districts to issue additional layoff notices if 
the state budget Cost-of-Living Adjustment is less than two percent.

AB 701 strengthens warehouse workers’ rights against arbitrary and abusive 
work quota systems by requiring companies to disclose work quotas to employees 
and state agencies and establish statewide standards to minimize on-the-job 
injuries for employees working under strict quotas. It prohibits an employer from 
retaliating against or firing an employee for failing to meet a quota if it does not 
allow a worker to comply with health and safety laws. 
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AB 1550 protects the collective bargaining rights for union members employed 
by the University of California. It requires the UC to maintain the union status of a 
position that transfers to the Academic Senate. 

SB 2, the Kenneth Ross Jr. Police Decertification Act of 2021, creates a  
process for revoking or suspending the license of police officers who commit 
serious misconduct, and preventing those officers who leave one law enforcement 
agency from being employed at another agency. It creates a division within the 
Commission on Police Officer Safety and Training to implement a statewide system. 

SB 62, the Garment Worker Protection Act, expands and strengthens enforcement 
of wage theft liability in the garment manufacturing industry—ensuring that retailers 
cannot use layers of contracting to avoid responsibility under the law. By eliminating 
the piece rate in the garment industry, while still allowing for bonus and incentive 
payments, this bill will ensure that workers are paid for all time spent working. 

SB 95 reestablished supplemental COVID-19 paid sick leave for workers at 
public and private employers with more than 25 employees. It extends provisions 
of the Governor’s executive order that allowed workers to use paid sick leave when 
recovering from COVID-19 or the side effects of a COVID-19 vaccine and provided 
80 hours of emergency paid sick leave. 

SB 270 strengthens public employee orientations. Current law requires that public 
employers provide the union bargaining representative with a list of new and 
current employees on a periodic basis. Some employers choose to ignore this law 
and do not provide this critical information. This bill will establish an enforcement 
mechanism at the Public Employment Relations Board. 

SB 294 creates parity between educators and other public employees, so that all 
elected union leaders may take a leave of absence to represent their union without 
losing hard-earned benefits during their time of service. 

SB 606 protects worker safety and health through stronger Cal/OSHA penalties 
in certain “egregious” circumstances, such as large numbers of workers hurt, or 
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exceptionally high workers’ compensation claim numbers. The bill also allows 
Cal/OSHA to more appropriately cite large employers who break the law in  
multiple locations at once, eliminating the requirement for inspectors to  
physically visit sometimes hundreds or even thousands of locations before 
applying the proper citation.
 
Workforce & Economic Development (WED) Report 
The Workforce & Economic Development Program (WED) is another means by 
which we empower workers by creating “High-Road Partnerships” and as-
sist unions in responding to economic and labor market changes. High Road 
Partnerships bring together unions, employers, communities, foundations, and 
governments to create and retain good jobs with successful employers in strong 
communities. Unions bring their expertise in training and placing workers, as 
well as their role as a voice for workers who have the greatest insight into how to 
make their work more effective. 

WED’s main objectives are to promote Labor’s inclusion in the training and 
education of its mem-bers, to save good jobs, to foster the creation of new, 
high-road jobs and career pathways for California workers, and to help build an 
integrated, strategic, high-road focused California workforce system.
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Below are major areas of WED’s work:
PROMOTING HIGH-ROAD TRAINING PARTNERSHIPS 
The investment by unionized employers in workforce development and skill 
formation programs contributes to the retention of current jobs at the worksite 
and growth in employment. As union jobs are maintained, and work expands 
inside unionized companies, union membership grows, and the Labor movement 
broadens its reach.

WED’s technical assistance has enabled local unions to address the structure 
and governance of labor-management training partnerships; development of the 
capacity for the provision of labor-run training for union members; leadership 
development and mentoring; career pathway development through skills  
training; and the creation of marketing and program sustainability strategies for 
their partnerships.

WED continues to work with the California Workforce Development Board and 
 the State Labor Agency to provide technical assistance to High Road Training 
Partnerships involving labor unions in manufacturing, homecare, health care, 
hospitality, entertainment, building services, transportation distribution & 
logistics, mass transit, and utilities.

WED also provides support to local building trades and building trades council’s 
apprentice programs and pre-apprenticeship programs. Over the last decade, 
WED’s partnership with the State Building and Construction Trades Council, local 
Building Trades Councils (BTCs), local affiliates and joint apprenticeship training 
programs, has resulted in the expansion of the National Building Trades Unions’ 
Multi-Craft Core Curriculum (MC3) pre-apprenticeship construction program.

The MC3 programs in California constitute over one third of the MC3 registered 
programs operating in the United States. WED has supported the State Building 
and Construction Trades Council, local BTCs, affiliates and other stakeholders to 
make the programs sustainable pathways into joint labor-management  
construction apprentice programs. 
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WED continues to provide valuable support and act as fiscal agent for the mass 
transit partnership between Amalgamated Transit Union locals and public transit 
agencies—California Transit Works (CTW). CTW continues to be a leader in  
the development of high road partnerships based upon the principles of  
1) Industry-Led (Employers & Labor), 2) Worker-Centered (Worker Voice),  
3) Community Focused and 4) Outcome-Based. CTW has developed peer  
mentoring programs that are union led at each of each local partnerships, as  
well as registered apprenticeships for both operations and maintenance workers.  
In turn, it has developed on-going partnerships with local workforce boards, 
community colleges and community-based organizations as part of its  
development and sustainability. Today, it is ensuring that labor is at the forefront 
of California’s efforts to address mandates for the operation and maintenance of 
zero emission buses by represented members to address climate change.

During the last 2 years, WED has worked with the AFL-CIO’s Working for America 
Institute to develop a labor voice focused on manufacturing in California. WED 
has convened affiliates to identify challenges and opportunities related to job 
protections, labor standards, organizing and skills formation needs. As part of 
this initiative, WED has worked to establish minimum industry training criteria for 
manufacturing occupations to be registered with the Division of Apprenticeship 
standards, as one means of improving labor standards in manufacturing for entry 
level work and incumbent workers..
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SECURING RESOURCES FOR HIGH ROAD PARTNERSHIPS,  
UNIONS AND WORKERS
WED assists unions in accessing training funds to ensure their members are the 
most productive workers in their fields, which allows them to beat the “low road” 
in competition and provide new career ladder opportunities. Over the last five 
years, WED has enabled signatory employers and joint-Labor management training 
programs and JATC’s to be awarded over $70 million in contracts with the California 
Employment Training Panel (ETP). ETP funds have supported the training of union 
members in construction, hospitality, building services, health care, mass transit 
and maritime industries.

WED has assisted Central Labor Councils and affiliates to access funding for the 
creation of High Road Training Partnerships throughout the state to promote the 
value of labor inclusion in addressing equity, climate change job quality. To date, 
the California Workforce Development Board has supported 17 such labor-involved 
high-road training partnerships..

LAYOFF AVERSION AND SERVING DISLOCATED WORKERS 
California’s economy, like the rest of the country’s, has cratered due to the effects 
of COVID-19. In times like these and year-round, a critical part of WED’s work is 
helping unions respond when their members are impacted by a layoff. The first 
response is to avert or stop the layoff through worker-management coordination, 
access to economic development resources, and targeted skills training. When 
aversion is not possible, WED connects unions with public resources for dislocated 
workers, including retraining to assist with reemployment. WED also provides 
frequent regional trainings for local workforce development board staff on working 
with unions when layoffs impact union workers.

During the pandemic, WED coordinated over 50 webinars and online sessions with 
state agency staff to assist affiliates and CLCs on issues such as UI enrollment, 
work-sharing, dislocated worker assistance, re-employment assistance and COVID 
health and safety training. WED also created a website to assist unions and workers 
in finding assistance.
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PROMOTING SECTOR STRATEGIES – SUPPORTING HIGH ROAD  
JOB CREATION AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
California leads the nation in economic growth driven by responsible policy, 
world-class research, innovation and investment. Emerging growth sectors bring 
transition, rich with opportunities for good jobs. We need a skilled workforce with 
opportunities for career mobility to retain homegrown jobs and to accrue the 
benefits of development. To ensure this reality, California needs a clear economic 
and workforce development roadmap that identifies key growth industries, 
including sectors with strong union density and organizing opportunities.

Unions have a long tradition of driving progress in their industries with  
innovative skills training and strategic alliances that keep workers  
productive and employers competitive. To ensure that quality jobs and the 
rewards to state investment stay in California, WED works to connect unions 
with state agencies responsible for implementing job creation policy in growth 
industries such as the green economy and manufacturing. WED helps unions 
stay informed about the impacts of potential workforce policies and helps to 
develop policy that ensures that public funds are aligned with the principles of 
Labor-management programs.

Currently, WED is working with Central Labor Councils, Building Trades Councils, 
and affiliates to have a voice and role in California’s Community Economic  
Resilience Fund (CERF). The purpose of CERF Program funding is to build an 
equitable and sustainable economy across California’s diverse regions and  
foster long-term economic resilience in the overall transition to a carbon-neutral 
economy. CERF will use a high-road approach to economic development to  
support the creation of quality jobs and equal access to those jobs, and Labor’s 
voice will be critical in meeting these goals.
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SUPPORTING THE CREATION OF A QUALITY WORKFORCE SYSTEM
The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) which supports the  
nation’s primary pro-grams and investments in employment services, workforce 
development, adult education and vocational rehabilitation activities. WED has 
worked at the state and local level to ensure the inclusion of Labor in planning 
and implementation of WIOA.

California’s workforce development boards administer nearly $500 million in  
annual federal Work-force Innovation and Opportunity Act funds, as well as millions 
more in state and local job training, career tech, worker assistance and community 
development resources. California is the only state that requires 15 percent Labor 
representation on California’s 45 local workforce development boards.

WED works with Central Labor Councils and the Building and Construction Trades 
Councils to recruit Labor leaders to serve on local WDBs. WED holds frequent 
regional trainings for Labor workforce development board members. The main 
goals for local Labor representatives serving on local boards are to: 1) improve 
oversight and accountability for the use and expenditure of public dollars; 2) 
establish worker-centered local and regional policy and investment; 3) expand 
sector-based Labor-management training programs; and 4) prioritize training for 
career pathways to good high wage jobs.

BUILDING WORKFORCE PARTNERSHIPS CONFERENCE 
WED’s Building Workforce Partnerships (BWP) is an annual collaboration of 
 the California Labor Federation and the State of California. The event draws a 
national group of participants from labor organizations, academia, business,  
environmental groups, foundations, workforce investment boards, state  
government, community colleges, economic development, community  
organizations and other partners. Attendees participate in workshops that profile 
best practices, with an emphasis on strategic Labor-industry-government  
partnerships in skills building, community development, economic development 
and layoff response. WED brought together over 300 individuals in May to share 
best practices under the theme of Elevating Worker Voice.






